Example of overflow

Non-Overflow
This is a sample.
This is a sample.
This is a sample.

overflow="visible" (XSL-FO Specification)
This is a sample.
This is a sample.
This is a sample.
This is a sample.
This is a sample.
This is a sample.
overflow="hidden" (XSL-FO Specification)
This is a sample.
This is a sample.
This is a sample.
This is a sample.

overflow="scroll" (XSL-FO Specification: no support)
This is a sample.
This is a sample.
This is a sample.
This is a sample.
This is a sample.
This is a sample.
overflow="replace" axf:overflow-replace="This is a replaced text." (Antenna House Extention)

This is a replaced text.
This is a replaced text.
This is a replaced text.

overflow="condense" axf:overflow-condense="letter-spacing" (Antenna House Extention)

This is a sample. This is a sample. This is a sample. This is a sample. This is a sample.